The Old Cathedral Chimes
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Andante Religioso

The

sunset lingers in the Western skies, O golden dream that speaks of
curtain of the twilight softly falls And wraps in shade the old Ca-

Paradise, And as the twilight's benedic tion falls I
the dral walls, While in the Heav en's ban ner now un furled, A
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linger by the old Cathedral walls.

It little star shines peaceful on the world.

Once is the solemn hour of all most blest,

The more the old Cathedral chimes repeat The

poco cresc.

hour of Peace, the hour of welcome rest; And so while dreaming thus I

message ever welcome, ever sweet, And to the tidings let sad
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linger there, The Heavenly music stirs the quiet air.

hearts respond, Some day there will be joy in Heavn beyond.
Moderato

Ding dong, ding dong, ding dong, ding dong, Softly the music swells;

Ding dong, ding dong, ding dong, ding dong,

Hark! the Cathedral bells

Bearing their joyful tidings,
Telling of happier times,

Sweet as the songs of the angels,
The old Cathedral Chimes.

The old Cathedral Chimes.
Some Day When Dreams Come True
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Chorus

Some day when dreams come true, Some day in the

Yeah, I'll come to you, dear
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Think of the Girl Down Home

MARCH SONG
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Chorus

When you're far away from me,
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Trading Smiles
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Chorus

Don't you hear the robins singing, Don't you
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Big Chief Battle-Axe
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Chorus

Big chief Battle-Axe loves yer true, All day long I gaze at you,
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Come Back to Connemara
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Chorus

Come back to Connemara, If Kate
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When the Robin Sings Again
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Chorus

Don't you hear the robins singing, Don't you
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